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At the margin of a large industrial city, not far from where I live, was a 
massive steelworks. Making steel is a competitive business needing huge 
financial flows. This steelworks eventually became unprofitable as the 
costs of raw materials, energy and labour rose in the face of competition 
from lower-cost steelworks. Demolition workers cleared the machinery 
and ground, leaving a wasteland of concrete, tarmac and contaminated 
soil. Nearby are suburban housing estates of modern layout, with patches 
of public woods and rows of street trees. Seeds blew on the wind, were 
carried within birds, and some settled on the patches of habitable ground 
amongst this post-industrial dereliction. Twenty years later birch and 
rowan seedlings had regenerated a young woodland of patches amongst 
the grass and herbs pushing up through decaying tarmac. Now the entire 
site has a regeneration plan for recreational and communal facilities, also 
for large areas with accessible woods. 

The vitality and vigour of all vegetation sometimes astonishes us with 
our perspectives of domesticated countryside and town life. We forget 
how tiny herbs push up through tarmac, we fail to see how rapidly empty 
grounds are colonised by plants randomly dispersed over them and able 
to find a minimum of space and nutrients to establish themselves.

Regeneration woodlands

Left: small area of site of former steel works 20 years after it was 
demolished. Right: nearby housing area with amenity woods as 
source of seed onto the derelict land. Credit, Bing Maps.
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Terminology of this topic lacks precision. Here influences of human 
emotion and aesthetics generate various meanings of terms. Defini-
tions below are derived from dictionaries, but the botanical characters 
of Wood, Forest and Savanna overlap. Nature defined as not including 
human technology does not place us apart: we are alive thus part of na-
ture. However, our technological constructions are separate from nature 
because they are inanimate inventions from conscious thought, not of 
instinct. A bird’s best or a termite mound is of nature but a tent or an 
apartment block is not of nature.
Nature: existence, arrangement, forces and events of all physical life; not 
of human technology.
Natural: as in natural capital and natural resources includes both nature 
as above, and non-living resources such as water and minerals.
Wild: growing in a natural state; not cultivated.
Wood or Woodlot: tall trees on several hectares of land, forming a 
canopy at least 2/3 closed.
Forest: as for wood but on many hectares of land.
Woodland: general term for any large area where trees are common, 
from forest to savanna.
Savanna: area of land varying from woodland without a closed canopy 
through to grassland or steppe.
Stand: a group of trees within an open part of a woodland.
Plantation: a wood or forest planted and managed to produce material 
goods such as timber.
Regeneration: process that brings something into existence again. (In-
cludes here reforestation and afforestation whilst ecosystem-restoration 
includes woodland regeneration but is a broader concept.)
Reserve: area of land designated for protection of natural flora and 
fauna; may also serve for recreation or be managed for supply of wood 
products.
Browse and Graze: often used interchangeably; here to browse is to feed 
amongst the branches of trees (giraffe) whilst to graze is to feed on veg-
etation at ground level (rabbit).
Metrics: 1 hectare = 100m x 100m, about a football pitch or grassy area 
inside a 400m athletics track; 100 hectares = 1 square kilometre).
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Historical forests

Historical forests.
Our ancestors used trees and woodlands as crucial components of their 
cultural and technological development. In the first chapter of this book 
I described how early peoples of the northern hemisphere occupied new 
lands that became habitable as ice-sheets and glaciers retreated. Explor-
ers made similar colonisations by travel across oceans to the lands of 
Pacific Ocean islands, and Australia. Population density of these vari-
ous peoples was sparse, so their impact on the woodlands was slight 
and temporary as they felled trees to construct shelter and as they burnt 
fuelwood for cooking. During the last phase of the Stone Age, the Neo-
lithic times, about 12,000 to 2,000 years before present, the people living 
in areas remote from centres of early agricultural civilization were able to 
live in stable equilibrium with their land. The natural regeneration rate 
of trees through coppicing of some species and prompt establishment of 
seedlings in recent fallow areas was sufficient for use by sparse numbers 
of people and their livestock. These former landscapes of woods, forests, 
savanna, prairie and steppe became humanized as the people equipped 
themselves with tools: axes, knives, spears, needles and controlled fire. 
Meanwhile the woodlands kept much of their original wild character 
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Woodland path within grounds of a old country estate 
now maintained for public access from the nearby city.



and vegetational dynamics, their ability to grow, change with the climate, 
and regenerate naturally. 

Our populations expanded as productivity from developing agricultural 
crops increased and as people cleared much woodland. People managed 
the forests that remained as sources of fuel, timber, forage for pigs and 
cattle, and as hunting reserves. In England for example, documentary 
records show clearly demarcated woods from the time when administra-
tors published a massive survey for taxation purposes: the Domesday 
Book in 1086. Now where mapmakers show woods on current maps 
at the identical sites these woods are described by botanists as ancient 
woods. These woods survived through these centuries within agricul-
tural landscapes because people had many uses for them. People have 
popularized this technical, academic, term, similar to old-growth for-
est in North America They increasingly are enthused and engaged with 
planting new woods. They like the idea of planting trees for utility, for 
the common good, and for the simple pleasure of regenerating a charac-
ter of the land that has been lost. 

Such enthusiasm is not new. People spontaneously generated a mania 
during the 1700s to early 1900s in Europe and North America for col-
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Giant redwood, Sequoiadendron 
giganteum: planted in a country 
estate in Northern Europe during 
times of the tree mania. A young 
specimen, thriving well at the 
distance of a continent and an 
ocean away from its endemic 
region of California.
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lecting exotic plants: any unusually big bright flower, or ferns, or trees of 
which the taller the better. Inherited or newly gained wealth from com-
merce or industry was, before the days of private airplanes and yachts, 
displayed by using spacious estates adorned with hothouses packed with 
weird orchids and parks planted with American or Chinese conifers, 
with gumtrees from Australia, with tree-ferns from New Zealand. These 
estate owners were often commercially minded so they also planted 
trees for profit. They created plantations by the tens and hundreds of 
thousands of hectares, mostly of conifers and most of those species were 
imported from far away: Sitka spruce, Norway spruce, European and 
Japanese larches (respectively: Picea sitchensis, Picea abies, Larix decidua, 
Larix kaempferi). The naturally widely distributed Scots pine, Pinus syl-
vestris, was also planted and grown tightly packed in plantations to force 
it to grow straight and tall, not in its natural broadly spreading form. All 
the while the art of silviculture developed to an industrial scale of exper-
imentation with techniques for seed collection, seedling growth in huge 
nurseries, and where best to site these new forests. 

David Douglas provided a distinct example. Whilst working as an arbor-
ist at the Botanical Garden of the University of Glasgow in the 1820s he 
joined botanical expeditions sponsored by the Royal Horticultural Soci-
ety, based in London. During his three travels in North America, and to 
finally to Hawaii, he collected specimens and seeds that included: Sitka 
spruce; Monterey pine, Pinus radiata; Lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta; 
Grand fir, Abies grandis; Noble fir, Abies procera; also the species that 
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David Douglas, celebrated 
in beech-wood carving in 
a botanic garden of his 
home country.



would become known as Douglas fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii. Douglas in-
troduced other trees to Britain, and a total of 240 species of plants. Some 
of the most enthusiastic promoters of such abundant new resources were 
the Dukes of Atholl, living in Douglas’s home county. The 2nd, 3rd and 
4th Dukes over one hundred years planted 21 million trees covering 
about 6250 hectares of their estate in Scotland. Many of the trees were 
European larch for which there was strong demand as an excellent tim-
ber for shipbuilding. Sitka spruce was the species that flourished best for 
timber in this new habitat, also on good ground splendidly tall, attractive 
and commercially useful Douglas firs continue to thrive amongst planta-
tions and large gardens. 

Despite the boring appearance of many of the commercial timber plan-
tations many wealthy people of industrialized countries gained much 
enjoyment of wooded landscapes as attractive mixtures of croplands, 
pastures, and usually woods in the valleys with mountains visible be-
yond. People from the cities travelled out into these landscapes when 
railways, motor coaches and private autos became available. Then as 
remoter areas became accessible to farmers, colonists, and tourists from 
the cities, areas of North America and Sub-Saharan Africa typically, 
what the newcomers saw often appeared to them as empty land. They 
often thought of it as something known in legal terminology as terra nul-
lius (nobody’s land): land that appeared so little used by people that they 
treated it as wild and thus available for appropriation. Colonists regarded 
these lands as new farmland, or the land that was most dramatically sce-
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A small specimen of Sitka spruce, 
Picea sitchensis, growing in natural 
form as an isolated tree in a botanic 
garden located at a similar distance 
from its endemic region as the Giant 
redwood on page 4.
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nic or best populated by exciting wild animals seemed available for their 
use as hunting reserves and national parks. 

To the indigenous inhabitants these lands were simply where they were 
born and lived and learned to love for what they provided for day to 
day living, for food and for spiritual nourishment. In this way a mis-
match grew between the aesthetics of different cultures about the natural 
world. The gap, the lack of perspectives from different viewpoints, is now 
becoming described well by researchers who provide factual knowledge 
useful for the compromises needed for the future of woodlands and ways 
to tend and regenerate them.

Despite gloomy news about clear felling of old-growth natural forests for 
timber, about the clearing of tropical rainforests for livestock and arable 
crops, there is sufficient evidence to be optimistic that woodlands glob-
ally are regenerating faster than they are declining.  Everything needs to 
be counted however, from conifer plantations for short-rotation timber 
to the treed savanna that covers vast areas of dry tropical lands, to small 
woods of trees planted for beauty, amenity and recreation, and even 
urban trees planted by arborists from the town council or a group of 
children regenerating trees on a patch of unused ground next to their 
school.

Regeneration as a natural process.
Ancient woods or old-growth forests have dynamic characteristics of 
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A refugium as a natural 
wood of several indig-
enous species of trees 
and a guide to what to 
plant in the nearby local 
community regeneration 
project on this area of 
abandoned farmland.



growth, death, decay and re-growth. These changes over time can be 
understood best by means of long term observations of how land cur-
rently without trees becomes land with stands of trees expanding into 
woodland by natural spread and germination of seed. The time-scale is 
by the decade and century.

Initiation of the stand involves herbs, bushes and young saplings of trees; 
all have adequate light and nutrients. A phase of stem exclusion follows 
when the tree stems, crowns and roots start to mature fully. This leads 
to competition between trees for light, water and nutrients. When the 
canopy closes smaller trees will fail to thrive and saplings will fail to 
establish, whilst herbs and bushes diminish in the area they cover. Even-
tually a phase of understorey re-initiation begins when competition for 
resources lessens as some mature trees die but remain standing as snags, 
and the number of trees diseased or thrown down by storm increases. 
Light penetrates better to the germinating seeds and young saplings. 
The wood or forest reaches a renewed stage of old-growth or maturity in 
which a greater variety of species of trees and other plants is likely to de-
velop, along with a denser network of mycorrhizal fungi and soil animals 
and microbes. 

This final phase is rarely if ever observed over a sufficiently long time to 
describe it as the stable end point of a succession of growth phases. The 
more woodlands are closely monitored, decade after decade, the more 
researchers see changes as a slow dynamic that is complex and intrin-
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Forest dynamics, starting from initiation on grassland.
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Regeneration as a natural process

sically variable. Thus the future of the wood is difficult to predict. An 
example is a wood in southern England that has been studied in detail 
starting in 1944 when it became owned by the Forestry Commission as 
Lady Park Wood National Nature Reserve. Formerly these 45 hectares 
were managed as coppice to provide charcoal for a local ironworks, 
and then some parts were felled for commercial timber. Under its new 
ownership the ecology of the wood has been studied intensely for more 
than seventy five years to understand better its processes of growth and 
change. Detailed analyses of the behaviour of this wood have been pub-
lished widely and the practical conclusions clearly stated. 

Ecologists describe this type of woodland dynamic as stochastic, in con-
trast to the dynamic of how our solar system works. Forests move along 
the random pathways of life in contrast to regular patterns of movement 
of planets defined by the laws of physics. Individual trees of each species 
have evolved as survivors because of their inherent vigour, vitality and 
flexibility to germinate, mature and reproduce themselves. There lies the 
dynamism of woods and forests: as assemblages of populations of differ-
ent species they are self-replicating at a slow pace that is overall resistant 
to wide fluctuations caused by external influences. Over long periods of 
time the forest consists of populations of various species of tree that may 
expand then decline as the individual trees respond to increased compe-
tition from other species, or to changes in average rainfall, temperature, 
and so on. The forest changes: thereby it persists. 

Because of this variability of numbers with time it is difficult to formu-
late an ideal of what a deliberately regenerated wood or forest should 
consist of as part of a management plan. It seems that only the broad 
outlines of the desired mature woodland can be predicted from knowl-
edge of what the land currently supports well and what it formerly 
supported under fully natural conditions. Pragmatism is one approach: 
make a well informed guess of what to plant then see what works. There-
after accept that some level of management will probably be needed. 
Relying wholly on natural seed dispersal for regeneration depends on the 
location and species of seed-banks. All species of trees produce seed in 
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enormous number per tree, year after year after decade. Just the biomass 
of acorns from an oak tree is a vast cost of resources to the parent. Why 
do trees grow so tall?  To reach the light. Why do they produce so much 
seed? Because almost all they ever produce as seed fails to survive into 
just one single newly reproducing tree that might maintain a steady 
population over the long term. Species of oaks, with their seed heav-
ily laden with nutrient, are slow to spread. Birds and squirrels disperse 
some of these nutritious seeds but not far from where they found them. 
Wind dispersed species such as birch, or animal dispersed species such 
as rowan, spread far and rapidly, as do many conifer species. The seed 
must survive the risk of being eaten and digested by mice, squirrels, deer, 
boar . . . If the seed survives and germinates it must rapidly gain access to 
water, nutrients and light whilst competing for these amongst the relative 
jungle of moss, grass, herbs and bushes. If people regenerating woods 
collect sufficiently detailed local information they can broadly predict 
suitability for an area of treeless land to be regenerated. The alternative of 
relying on hand-planting of seedlings grown in a nursery will frequently 
be the most pragmatic option. 

When researchers observe these processes of natural regeneration, or 
analyse them using historic records, they often record a long-term tran-
sition. First there was original, natural, forest with no impact of humans 
as trees grew where we had not yet spread to, or later as the ice-sheets 
retreated from northern lands. Then people exploited the forests lightly 
for millennia until they discovered the use of charcoal for making metal 
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Forest transition, over time span measured in centuries.
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tools. People cut down trees for timber to build houses and to make 
space for food crops and livestock pasture. As inventors revolution-
ized industry with machines powered by water or coal, and as chemists 
invented artificial fertilizer then farmers intensified their agriculture. 
Farmers could grow much more food on the productive lowlands, whilst 
those working on poorer soils and upland areas failed to compete for 
profits and gradually abandoned the less productive lands. Trees re-
occupied these newly empty lands by natural spread. This general trend 
of forest transition was evident in North America by the 1800s as farm-
ers in eastern states moved westward to land that was easier to cultivate 
(see Chapter 1). Similar forest transitions are becoming common in 
Europe, particularly in the uplands. These changes are also influenced by 
both political and social trends. One example is that more plantations of 
conifers are subsidized from taxpayer’s money for the prime purpose of 
storing, sequestering, carbon by drawing carbon dioxide out of the air 
during photosynthesis (see Ch. 6)

The terms wood, forest, and woodlands can easily limit the perspec-
tive of those of us who live where the climate and original natural tree 
populations were dense enough to form a canopy. One reason why the 
extent of tree cover globally can be underestimated is the perception that 
savanna is mostly open ground with only sparse trees clustered around 
patches of wet fertile ground; the land shown in television programmes 
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An area of Burkina Faso, south of the Sahara desert. Farmland to the 
left, treed savanna as a Forest Reserve to the right. Credit, Google Earh.



featuring lions chasing wildebeest. At the arboreal side of the spectrum 
defining savanna rather than the prairie side, there are vast areas of the 
Americas, Africa and elsewhere with vigorous growth of trees but not 
densely enough to form a predominantly closed canopy. 

The Sahel region where the Sahara Desert abruptly meets the wet zone 
of Central Africa and the start of the Congo rain forest is a good place 
to see this. During recent decades many people have planned to halt 
the advance of the sandy desert southward by planting trees. If you use 
a  satellite imaging website to scan at one kilometre altitude, 12o latitude 
north, along a transect coast to coast, you will see semi-desert to treed 
savanna where the individual trees are visible if you zoom down to one 
hundred metres. Agricultural land is clear as angular field boundaries of 
sparse pasture and croplands. Amongst these are well defined blocks of 
greenery as areas of protected forest. These are varieties of forest reserve. 
Few of them are national parks in the sense of nature reserves for the 
benefit of wild animals and tourists. They are reserved and guarded to 
maintain a traditional and continuing management system that includes 
fuelwood, coppice wood for timber and charcoal, and wood-pasture for 
livestock forage. Regeneration is by a combination of natural seeding and 
planting seeds and seedlings. Burkina Faso and Ethiopia are particularly 
clear examples north of the equator.  

At the same latitude south of the equator, Zambia shows this pattern 
clearly with its highly characteristic woodland type, miombo, compris-
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Miombo wood-
land. Credit 
Wikimedia, Hans 
Hillwaert.
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Regeneration by silviculture

ing trees of genera Brachystegia, Jubernalia, Isoberlinia and similar. Here 
the belt of treed savanna between 5o and 20o south and where the annual 
rainfall is between 1500mm to 750mm, seems endless: ocean to ocean 
across the continent. Travelers through miombo find the experience  
monotonous but foresters are more likely to recognise the interesting de-
tails. Miombo species respond well to coppicing and high rates of wood 
extraction are possible sustainably as long as the system is well guarded. 
Land-rights and tenure of farmland and access to the products of such 
forestry are an issue of central importance here. Few of these treed areas 
are for amenity and competition for their resources can be severe.

Regeneration by silviculture.
Where tree planters start to regenerate a wood on open ground by use 
of some proportion of natural re-seeding or of seedlings from a nursery, 
there is a range of silvicultural methods to choose from. These methods 
are greatly variable but some generic examples show the range. Within 
a woodland that is becoming moribund – slowly dying death through 
excessive grazing by livestock or wild herbivores – fencing can be erected 
to exclude these animals. 

Fences are placed around the entire area to create an exclosure, or as 
a patchwork of small exclosures within a general area. Once the trees 
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Fencing to exclude deer and rabbits from a regeneration planting in which 
the seedlings are not in tubes. Public access is through this plot.



have stems thick enough to prevent starving herbivores to get their teeth 
into the bark, the fences can be relocated to other patches. If sufficient 
tree planters or machinery are available then the ground herbage can be 
partially cleared and the top layer of soil scarified to reduce competition 
against naturally spread seed or planted seedlings. Exclosures can as spe-
cific as plastic tubes around each seedling, or wire mesh around clumps 
of seedlings, to protect against rabbits and voles.

Another factor for regeneration by natural spread of seed is the timing 
of mast years: those years when individual trees produce seed far more 
prolifically than usual. In northern Europe as a limited example masting 
occurs for typical species at one year in every: ash 2 to 5; oak species 2 to 
5; beech 5 to 15; and so on. Local knowledge is crucial for making use of 
this phenomenon.

The best spacing for planted seedlings for wood of broad-leaf species 
starts at one per 2 x 2 metre square, giving a theoretical total of 2500 
seedlings per hectare, through to a 4 x 4 metre square (625 per hectare). 
This is greatly flexible depending on soil type, drainage, local climate, 
also spacing needs to allow for a patchwork of re-plantings to create 
open glades by the time the trees mature. One seedling per 2 x 2 metres 
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Stakes and tubes to protect amenity planting close to a city.
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is also standard for conifer plantations in a climate like northern Europe 
on ground that has been prepared mechanically and may also have fertil-
izer added. The expectation for such commercial planting is that most 
seedlings will survive to grow densely packed and forced to become 
straight and tall for use as timber. In contrast the survival rate of seed-
lings on an amenity planting with broad-leaf species of seedlings may be 
one in four or less and dense stands are unlikely to be welcome. Again 
local knowledge is a better guide than textbook tables. 

Some species of herbs and bush can be used to protect the tree spe-
cies desired for the eventual wood. These plants can act as nurses when 
planted together with the tree seedlings. An example from a moun-
tainous area of Spain that tree planters use is a woody perennial herb, 
Salvia lavandulifolia, as nurse for Scots pine and Corsican pine, Pinus 
nigra. The Salvia provides the protective service of shade in this hot dry 
climate. Another type of nurse plant can be any tree species as a rapid 
grower that will establish a canopy under which trees and bushes of un-
derstorey habit can be planted later in the regeneration process. 

Increasingly now the perspective of what climatic conditions will be like 
by the time a new woodland matures eighty years later is important. 
Planters need to plan for resilience against changes affecting the physi-
ology of the trees. They can select tree species with robust reproduc-
tive capacity that will promote continued natural regeneration under 
harsher conditions of heat and drought. In the context of regeneration in 
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Vole guards as plastic spirals 
around pine and birch seed-
lings within a fenced regen-
eration plot.



an already hot dry climate the tree planters should anticipate increased 
frequency of forest fires. They can use the small scale topography of the 
land to act as natural fire breaks such as ravines, river banks or rocky 
areas where no planting is done.

To select species to be planted woodland regenerators can follow one of 
several perspectives, or possibly a combination of them. The pollen of 
plants spreads as grains of microscopic size and very tough surface. Here 
form patterns of texture so distinct that when botanists view them mag-
nified under a microscope they classify pollen to genus. As pollen rained 
down from trees that clothed the lands many thousands of years ago 
it left evidence of what trees had grown where. Botanists extract these 
clues from cores driven into soft wet soil then they map the data to show 
what the land may have looked like more than five thousand years before 
present. When people need to know the potential natural tree flora for 
a particular type of land and climate this knowledge of the history of 
the land is important, although care is needed about how similar is the    
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Livestock fencing to protect a regeneration project on former 
sheep pasture. Farming continues on the lower ground and the 
conifer plantation at left is being harvested and replanted.
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current climate to the ancient one. If the original natural state of land to 
be planted was one thousand years ago then dynamic variation of species 
in woodlands may confound a plan for tree planting. 

For tree planters a simpler alternative is to observe what currently grows 
best in existing small woods and hedgerows amongst the farmland. If 
large lakes are nearby there may be islands, or on hilly ground there will 
be steep ravines: such areas are likely to have always been without farm-
ing or livestock. Such refugia, safe places, of natural vegetation provide a 
guide of what will work for a regeneration scheme.

Criteria for selection of species can also include those that will be good 
for creation of an arboreal framework or scaffold, selected from about 
twenty species known to have the qualities of: indigenous, common, 
easy to propagate, good survivors, and rapid growers that will establish 
a canopy. This canopy will then reduce the density of competing grasses, 
herbs and ferns. Birds will be attracted to the wood once it establishes 
and they bring in other species of seed whilst the wind will add its own 
flora.

Mycorrhizal fungi may or may not be present at useful levels on land to 
be regenerated. They will an important ally of the tree planters as they 
develop mutually beneficial relations with the trees. They will establish 
by natural spread of spores or be imported amongst the root mass of 
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Many packages of fencing must first be placed on track-
less ground; the timber can be from local plantations.



nursery seedlings. Tree planters can aid establishment of a mycorrhizal 
network by care to avoid damaging the fungal sporocarps, as mush-
rooms, spreading their spores amongst the new saplings (see Ch 4). 
However, in the context of various organisms brought into a regenera-
tion area in the soil around nursery seedlings, there is risk of importing 
disease organisms: viruses, bacteria, fungi, and some types of worm. 
This is a topic beyond the scope of this chapter, but hygienic and healthy 
provenance of seed, seedlings and other materials is important for suc-
cess.

Organising reserves.
When people plan woodland regeneration, as new plantings on land 
that may be abandoned farmland, various planning problems arise. Who 
owns the land and what future purposes for it may they have in mind? 
What have regulators specified for land-use, specially rules based on eco-
logical or cultural heritage? Who will provide funds to purchase the land 
and new trees? However, these regulatory systems and requirements 
may not be the barrier they appear at first sight. Grants and concessions 
may be available to fulfil wider environmental objectives of governments 
and other authorities. The possibility may exist of selling in advance the 
carbon credits calculated from anticipated storage of tonnes of carbon in 
trees. A woodland provides multiple benefits that can be promoted for 
grants and support of local people and authorities. Woodlands provide 
opportunities for recreation, natural history, visits by school and college 
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Fencing may be insufficient to exclude important herbivores. Deer 
stalking is often done from a high seat at an open grazing area.
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students, formal research projects, and more intangible aspects such as 
just knowing that the new wood is there, the pleasure of knowing that 
nightingales are now singing there. 

Land-use has many sources of potential conflict. In countries where 
amenity or similar restoration and regeneration projects are done the 
commonest conflict could be with those sports that require open land. 
Hill and mountain walking grows in popularity wherever these uplands 
are accessible from cities. The open landscapes and distant views are 
treasured by these visitors. New woodlands in the valleys are pleasant 
but where the natural treeline is close to the summits how acceptable 
will be regenerating trees and montane scrub? The hike along the Appa-
lachian Trail in eastern USA, two thousand miles and more, is a popular 
goal to achieve despite the frequent lack much to see other than more 
tall trees enclosing the paths. 

Use of upland moors and heaths for hunting birds and deer is a special 
case where in some countries there is conflict of interest between hunt-
ers and planters of new amenity woods or commercial plantations. These 
factors need to be balanced on the wider scale with two more factors. 
Many woods or woodlots within agricultural land remain intact and 
healthy for centuries because people own and maintain them as hunt-
ing grounds. The social culture and norms of hunting birds and deer 
provides the main source of skills for pragmatic stalking and culling the 
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Hunting trophies on wall of a farmhouse in agro-forestry 
area of France. Hunting culture here is well developed.



deer and other herbivores that usually become a serious problem for 
regeneration of woodlands. Furthermore, researchers in Europe have 
shown that a wide landscape dominated by intensive agricultural land 
but with many small woods can, at a large scale, be as good for variety of 
plant species as similar areas of trees all together in large blocks. 

People find it difficult to find a balance between workaday pragmatism 
and motivating idealism, but plans for regeneration projects need to see 
far into the future. Various scientists who write about the natural world 
advocate a perspective measured by the decade and century because life 
is a spontaneous process with its own rhythm and pace. Assemblages 
or communities of living things exist in states of continuous change as 
local populations of separate species expand or contract according to 
competition from other plants and animals, or according to changes in 
their physical environment. For woodland regenerators with plans last-
ing at least the life span of the trees they plant and nurture, flexible plans 
are likely to work better than attempting to regenerate a woodland that 
matches a concept of what may have been there hundreds of years ago.

Living with herbivores as allies and threats.  
When people lived in sparse populations with insignificant impact on 
woodlands, natural conditions within woodlands included populations 
of herbivores at low density, from deer to mice to beetles, from elephants 
to antelope to termites. The grazing and browsing of these animals 
influenced the composition and numbers of many populations of plant 
species. Trees are particularly susceptible to this grazing pressure. One 
bite at the growing tip containing the apical meristem can kill a needle-
leaf sapling, and a few branches nibbled will severely damage a broad-
leaf sapling. Meanwhile the grasses respond to their tops being eaten by 
continuing to grow vigorously from meristems at the level where their 
roots start. When grasses, herbs and bushes grow to their full capacity 
they often overshadow tree seedlings from light and compete strongly 
for nutrients.
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Living with herbivores as allies and threats

Populations of deer and antelope worldwide were, long ago, gener-
ally low because of feeding by big and small cats, bears, hunting dogs, 
hyenas, wolves, foxes and humans. Elephants ranged over large areas 
in search of suitable sized trees to push over and browse upon. Now, 
amongst the domesticated landscapes of the world, this balance be-
tween tree growth and herbivore nutrition is upset. Herbivores become 
a central problem for both foresters and their plantations, and for people 
regenerating woodlands. How to restore some level of this former natu-
ral balance to improve survival of tree seedlings is a problem with few 
solutions and none of them easy, cheap or comprehensive.

Planters can employ domestic animals for grazing management where 
the pressure can be calibrated to balance it with regeneration. Cattle 
are useful for this because they do not crop grass too closely and their 
weight on big hooves tramples down areas of bracken fern (Pteridium 
aquilinum). Horses or ponies are easier to handle than cattle and they 
need to eat far more grass per animal per day than cattle or sheep (which 
have multiple stomachs for efficient digestion). 

Fencing – great lengths at large cost of purchase and maintenance – is 
the common solution for plantations of timber trees. Foresters grow 
plantations at maximum feasible density and once the canopy closes the 
forest loses most ground level plants. To regenerate woodland surround-
ed by a fence people plant at lower density and in patches. However, 
the ground layer of grass, herbs, bushes and ferns acts as a competitive 
barrier to natural germination and establishment of seedlings. Thus the 
business of paying for a fence, its maintenance and eventual replacement 
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becomes both a major cost and possibly a distinct impediment to regen-
eration woodlands. 

Some countries have dense populations of deer because of a combination 
of few or no natural predators, together with those land owners needing 
numerous deer for private or commercial sport hunting. Estimates of 
how many deer per area of land are too many for tree growth, without 
use of fenced exclosures, vary greatly depending on species of deer, type 
of woodlands and their species composition, and possibly on different 
research methods. For a large area of northern USA researchers found 
fewer than 5.8 to more than 17.4 white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginia-
nus) per square kilometre, depending on character of the habitats. The 
researchers concluded that any more of these deer than 5.8/km2 will have 
a detrimental impact on development of tree seedlings and also have 
complex impacts on the ecology of understorey plants. 

Foresters and ecologist have difficulty estimating numbers of deer per 
unit area; deer move from grazing ground to ground, some deer are 
secretive. Thus comparative data are scarce but a recent report by re-
searchers at a government agency of Scotland provides information on 
distribution and population numbers of four species of wild deer. The 
most significant species for impact on woodlands in the region is red 
deer (Cervus elaphus) and researchers estimate their overall population 
density in their main areas of south west and northern Scotland to be 
10/km2 but can be considerably more locally. The authors of this report 
recommended that red deer populations be maintained by stalkers cull-
ing to no more than above level for health of woodlands. A factor that 
may explain the difference between the American and Scottish recom-
mendations, apart from species of deer, is that in the latter country all 
commercial plantations and nearly all amenity regeneration woodlands 
are fenced. 

The changes in woodland composition and character over time need 
to be measured by the decade at least. Long term studies are difficult 
to sustain and finance but those that have been completed in savanna 
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Living with herbivores as allies and threats

lands of Africa for example, reveal perspectives important for woodland 
management in general. Elephants eat trees: they delicately pick up seeds 
from the ground with their trunks and they push down entire trees to 
browse on. Nevertheless elephants have lower impact on woodlands than 
do antelope such impala (Aepyceros melampus). This species, with a diet 
of many types of large nutritious seeds and leaves between the thorns of 
trees is a significant ecological factor. Impala habitat contains many tree 
species that provide good food for herbivores adapted to them: typically 
the thorn-trees commonly known as acacias (many species within family 
Fabaceae). The grazing pressure from these and similar common wood 
dwelling antelope is heavy because there are so many of them, exerting a 
steady pressure over wide areas of land. 

African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana) however are much more 
likely to be a publicized cause for concern for the managers of national 
reserves. These iconic herbivores range over wide areas according to 
season and episodic fluctuations between drought and wetness. Their 
destructive effect on attractive and well loved groves of tall fever-trees 
(Vachellia xanthophloea) in Amboseli National Park, Kenya, was demon-
strated by a twenty year experiment using fenced exclosures. Now these 
trees are protected within a patchwork of fenced exclosures. This seems 
incongruous in a national nature reserve but preferable to one solution 
that some conservationists seriously considered, or vigorously opposed: 
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a cull of many of the elephants that had formed a large population in this 
reserve.

The history of such savanna lands and the people who have lived in them 
for millennia provides a fresh perspective. A pair of researchers working 
in a region of Kenya near the Amboseli and the Tsavo national parks, 
gathered oral evidence of farmers from six ethnic groups. The people of 
this treed savanna, traversed by the Tsavo River, had long ago learnt to 
live with elephants and many other species of large wild animals, along-
side their own livestock and fields of food crops. Not an easy compro-
mise for them as a way of making a living, but an alternative policy for 
large areas of land here had been imposed by the administrative power 
of the former colonial government. This was for national parks, original-
ly with a strong element of sport hunting, but later for wildlife conserva-
tion and tourism. 

Now, under pressure of both human population density and social 
attitudes, this policy of land management becomes increasingly prob-
lematic, in Africa and elsewhere globally. One option, proposed and in 
practice, is a mix of methods aimed at sustainability. These include small 
private game reserves, often with the wild animals provided with fodder 
supplements and some veterinary care. Local people need to monitor 
and regulate the resources of livestock grazing, and fuelwood gathering 
or coppicing at a level where local knowledge is fully effective. Income 
from tourism may be maintained once an adequate proportion goes di-
rect to the local people, of whom some can act as guides, wardens, anti-
poaching specialists, and hunters for culling herbivores and predators 
when necessary. A crucial mechanism for this is new or improved legal 
provision of land rights and land tenure, together with rights of access to 
land held by government agencies. This is a growing trend, heading away 
from the old model of national parks that originated from a combination 
of hunting and conservation priorities but then became reliant for funds 
on tourism by visitors from countries far away.
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Multipurpose woodlands

Multipurpose woodlands.
One of the fundamental resources to be extracted from woodlands in 
many low-income countries is wood as fuelwood and for charcoal and 
small scale timber for on-farm use (see Chapter 7). The example of 
miombo woodlands in the savannas of southern Africa is again use-
ful. Many of the tree species here are naturally good for coppicing as an 
evolved adaptation to damage. The trees regenerate vegetatively from 
sprouts and shoots from cut stumps of coppiced or pollarded trees. 
People using these woodlands employ methods long established for 
sustainable provision of wood products. Rotations at 30 to 50 years of 
demarcated harvest areas are the basis of a resilient culture for forest 
management. 

These woodlands also include areas of food crop farming which are 
little different in principle from what has been practised in high-income 
countries of Europe for example. Agro-forestry was mentioned and 
illustrated in Chapter 5 in the context of storing carbon. The practice 
of wood-pasture here, with pollarded or otherwise protected trees, is 
ancient and now rare in Europe, but it continues elsewhere. These varied 
systems demonstrate there is nothing incompatible between livestock 
and the health of trees within woodlands as long as the number of ani-
mals is managed to a low overall density.

Land managed for agro-forestry can also provide recreational access, 
particularly in upland areas where the intensity of management systems 
is lower and distant views are more frequent than in the fertile lowlands. 
People’s wish for recreational use may seem trivial in the contexts of fuel-
wood and subsistence farming. However, with towns and cities near to 
attractive wooded countryside economists may calculate that recreation 
generates the highest financial flows per area of land when compared to 
both upland livestock farming and commercial forestry. The example 
used here is the entire country of Wales. The economists who produced 
this cost-benefit analysis came to many counter-intuitive conclusions. 
Nevertheless they demonstrated the high value of recreational benefits of 
forests with easy access and facilities at short distance from large urban 
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areas. These plantations are dull – row after row of exotic conifers – but 
they provide space in the fresh air for walking, cycling, bird-watching, 
fishing . . . In this example these recreational areas are concentrated in 
South Wales where long ago coal mining and steel making led to densely 
populated industrial conurbations. 

Two more examples of the importance of trees and woods for the enjoy-
ment of people, and their health, widen this perspective. Australia has a 
federal constitution with the national capital established separately from 
the six states on a small area of low agricultural value. Livestock farmers 
had cleared nearly all the original trees by the early 1800s but when Can-
berra was established formally in 1913 the federal government started 
extensive planting of trees for amenity. Now the city is well greened.

Foresters based in Chicago studied trees in an area of their city to esti-
mate the tonnage of air pollutants removed and carbon absorbed and 
stored. In addition they calculated the reduction in wind speed and the 
cooling effect of the shade provided by the trees. The analysis of cost to 
benefit for this planting of 95,000 extra trees gave a ratio of 1:2.8. The 
citizens gained more benefit than the cost of this planting that had been 
subsidized from their taxes. The trees grew into a natural resource that 
delivered clean air, cool air, and shelter from wind. 
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Multipurpose woodlands

Economists use a concept of this type of resource: public goods. This is a 
type of wealth not as money in the bank, nor does it contribute directly 
to a country’s gross domestic product. The price in dollars of a thing is 
merely what you need to pay to possess it, whilst the value of the thing, 
a camera for example, can be stored wealth of useful information or 
happy memories you can share. Public goods are wealth as both systems 
and things that can be shared: clear air, libraries, street lighting. The 
classic example of public good is from the people and organisations of a 
maritime nation who build lighthouses around their coast: any and all 
mariners can benefit from the service whilst no mariner can be excluded 
from using the service.

These are the calculations of ecosystem services: a term that may sit un-
comfortably amongst the aesthetics of woodland planting as too merce-
nary for some tastes or just incomprehensibly mathematical. The con-
cept of ecosystem service is about biological, living, resources that are 
useful to people. Insects pollinating crops of fruit or vegetables are from 
the farmer’s point of view an ecosystem service. Although if the farmer 
has to pay a commercial provider of domestic honey bees to pollinate an 
orchard almond trees that is a different category of financial accounting. 
Mercenary or altruistic notwithstanding, if volunteers running a small-
scale project to regenerate a woodland from upland sheep pasture can 
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obtain funds in direct exchange for the monetary value of the carbon 
these trees will store then ecosystem services demand attention. 

In addition the volunteer labour can be given a monetary value if that 
helps to generate funds for a project. Economists use a notional value of 
an hour or day of unpaid volunteer work as some minor fraction of the 
typical pay for similar work in the commercial sector. The significance of 
this is that volunteer labour not only creates wealth as amenity, timber, 
carbon storage and so on, but that this wealth is a resource with substan-
tial ability to self-regenerate. This will spontaneously increase the sum of 
resources of living things that benefit people. 

Such resources are often described by the concept of natural resources, 
or natural capital. In other words the worldwide stocks of rock, soil, air, 
water, sunlight, and living things. The term capital as used by economists 
means any resource which enables the production of more resources. For 
people planting trees, their benefit is similar to their benefit from public 
goods because the trees spontaneously produce more resources as tim-
ber, shade, recreation, beauty, and habitat for many other living things. 
Many of these benefits can be public despite the usual situation where 
the land on which the regenerated woodland stands is privately owned.
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Much depends on how some of the more intangible services can be 
calculated. There are formal, regulated, prices set for a tonne of carbon. 
Estimates of the value of recreational visits to amenity woodlands can 
be more guesswork than reality, but one established direct benefit of 
trees for people is their capacity to soak up air pollutants. The price of an 
extra year of human life saved from potential death by lung disease can 
be found in the economic rules for making stark decisions about how 
much taxpayer’s money to spend to gain the benefits of pollution control 
and reduction of occupational risks. Dollar bills do not grow on trees. A 
figure for Britain in 2003 was £124,998 (now equivalent to US$200,000) 
for that one year of life for one person. The concept and method of eco-
system services here seems callous, but the regeneration of woodlands, 
from urban gardens and woodlots to plantation forests to re-designed 
national parks can deliver measurable benefits that encourage more sup-
port. The benefits are many and varied: when walking below the canopy 
of an old-growth forest, or in the shade of rows of pollarded of street 
trees our spirits are lifted. Psychological depression has a large cost to a 
country’s health services, but access to open green space and the simple 
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sight of things living, large, green and permanent, calms our nerves.
 
During the last decade or so there has been a large increase in publicity 
and activity for the value and pleasures of trees and their regeneration. 
There seems to be something about woods and forests that resonates 
with deep sensitivities and emotions of people. Could this relate some-
how to our long cultural past? Trees were vital to the origin of human 
social culture and methods to survive in environments that could be 
harsh. Trees continued to be vital to the development of human civili-
sation and technology as it grew in villages and small towns that were 
closely integrated with the surrounding tree flora. These trees germinat-
ed, grew, reproduced and died at an almost imperceptible pace against 
the pace of the people amongst them. Trees were not just continuing 
physical landmarks – could they have been emotional allies or simply 
reliable long standing friends? In a further chapter there will be more to 
read about the aesthetics of woodlands.
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